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Author’s response to reviews:

Point by point response the second review

Thank you very much for your time. Please be informed that we have accommodated your comments and we have indicated by highlighting with red color

1. Comments regarding the background have been accommodated

2. The word machine changed into VITEK

3. Page 4 line 7-10, we have put the reference.

4. Page 7, line 7 the word isolates was changed into isolate, Line 9 VITAK changed into VITEK. Line 52 Pull out was changed into withdraw, Line 55 filled out was changed into completed

5. Page 11 line 20 than was changed into compared to

6. As far as table 2 year of publications along the authors were indicated in the table, therefore to the best of our understanding, opening an extra column for the year of publication will not improve the table, thus we kept as it is.